Judicial Inattention
Machine Prediction of Appeal Success in US Asylum Courts
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Judicial Inattention
Behavioral anomalies offer intuitive understanding of feature relevance
“settings where people are closer to indifference among options are more likely to
lead to detectable effects [of behavioral biases] outside of it.” (Simonsohn, JPSP 2011)

A model of recognition-respect and
revealed preference indifference
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High stakes: Denial of asylum usually results in deportation
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if forced to return to her home country” (Stanford Law Review 2007)
Cases filed within each court are randomly assigned to judges

Average denial rate is roughly 65%
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Using only data available up to the case opening, 78% accuracy
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≈ same level of accuracy half a second before body moves using MRIs
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But significant inter-judge disparities in predictability suggest that this
understanding of the country circumstances does not apply to all
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Early Predictability of Asylum Decisions

Model
Judge ID
Judge ID & Nationality
Judge ID & Opening Date
Judge ID & Nationality & Opening Date
Full model at case completion

Accuracy
0.71
0.76
0.73
0.78
0.82

ROC AUC
0.74
0.82
0.77
0.84
0.88

Variation over time has little additional impact on the outcome of adjuciations.
Dataset includes 70 additional features about the hearings
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or a judge before issuing a decision
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Feature Importance
Time Horizon Features

0.377804

Judge Features
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Respondent
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Trend Features
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Proceeding Features
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Location Features
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Random Forest Performance

Model

Accuracy

ROC AUC

Judge Only

0.675

0.625

Judge + Nat

0.704

0.701

Judge + Nat + Year

0.741

0.765

Full Model

0.792

0.840

Confusion matrix without judge ID
Predicted

True

Denied

Granted

Denied

195,223

65,798

Granted

73,269

104,406

Accuracy = 68.3%, F1 = 0.60

Prediction accuracy largely driven by identity of lower court judge

Signpost

We see judge identity playing a significant role in prediction of appeal
I

1

Do we see judicial variation in responsiveness to reversal?
I

2

consistent with measurement of systematic mistakes

evaluate as event study and ML

Do inattentive judges essentially randomize in implicit risk ranking?
I

evaluate as MTE
Let’s begin with event study and ML..

Within-judge 4grant rates after “surprising” reversals (model predicts affirm)
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Effect of “Surprise” Appeal Rulings

Judges Vary in Responsiveness to Reversal

Do implicit rankings by judges differ by attentiveness?
How the judges rank the risk of asylees is unobserved. But, we can assess their implicit
risk ranking by comparing the distribution of outcomes of the asylees denied by the
(randomly assigned) “strict” and the “lenient” judges.
A conceptual example..
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Human Prosecutors

Distribution of risk scores for
released defendants is similar
for most lenient and least
lenient prosecutors.

Are the lenient asylum judges, only denying the ’riskiest’ applicants
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i.e., seeing the lowest reversal rates (of their asylum denials)?
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Incremental AI
Backlash to AI (’statistical optimal decision’) vs. incremental AI
In Stage 1, people use AI as a support tool, speeding up existing
processes (for example, by prefilling forms)
Once they’re used to this, they can more easily accept an added
functionality (Stage 2) in which AI becomes a choice monitor,
pointing out choice inconsistencies (pay more attention / be less indifferent)
Stage 3 elevates the AI to the role of a more general coach, providing
outcome feedback on choices and highlighting decision patterns.
I

Transparent + explanable | explain why deviate

Then, in Stage 4, the AI brings in other people’s decision histories and
patterns, serving as a platform for a community of experts.
Only in Stage 5, recommend the ’optimal decision’
S1)
S2)
S3)
S4)

Prefilling forms - cognitive bandwidth scarcity (Mullainathan and Shafir)
Predicted Self - self-image motives (Benabou and Tirole)
Self-improvement motives (Charles Taylor)
Predicted Others - social image (Andreoni and Berheim)
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pointing out choice inconsistencies (pay more attention / be less indifferent)
Stage 3 elevates the AI to the role of a more general coach, providing
outcome feedback on choices and highlighting decision patterns.
I
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